IT-PISA-MAIL-REN

Cycling Pisa - Milano
Pisa, with the famous Leaning Tower
Siena and San Gimignano, a UNESCO World Heritage
The different landscapes of Tuscany, Lombardy and Emilia Romagna

7 Tage
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Road cycling - in six bike stages from Pisa to Siena, Florence, Bologna, Parma,
Piacenza to Milan
Before you fill out the registration form, make a download and save the PDF to your PC. Only then fill out the document
and save it on your PC. You can then send the completed PDF by email to us at info@launer-reisen.de.
If you have any questions or if you need any further information email us or please call us on +49 7964 92 1000
It leads through the Italian regions of Tuscany and Emilia-Romagna to Lombardy. Tuscany is considered a historical
landscape, important cultural landscape and heartland of the Renaissance. It is known for its hilly landscape, which is
particularly characterized by the many pines, columnar cypress, olive trees and vines. Pisa, with the famous Leaning
Tower, Siena and San Gimignano, a UNESCO World Heritage Site characterized by medieval architecture, are popular
stops on a cultural tour of Tuscany.
Bologna in Emilia-Romagna is one of the oldest cities in Italy and home to the oldest European university. Also a
UNESCO World Heritage Site is the Piazza Grande in Modena. Milan, the capital of the Lombardy region, is one of Italy's
most historic cities. Today's financial capital of Italy is also a cultural and fashion city of international standing.

Leistungen
6 x night / breakfast buffet in the mentioned hotels or comparable hotels
5 x dinner (multi-course 4-course meals and salad buffet usually in the hotels - possibly also restaurants) on 5.5.
no dinner
Bus service with bicycle trailer for the racing bikes - our exclusive Long-Distance-Bus has 36 seats (very large
seat spacing – Toilett/Kitchen/Minibar etc.)
Minibus (8-seats), which is always with the cyclists. The bus can also be used on the day of arrival in Pisa for
transfer services from the airport to the hotel! If a larger number arrive at the same time also the big bus ... .. The
bus is also helpful in breakdowns - has tool / spare wheel / material with it. Material is calculated separately (Bike
Smarts, etc. if needed)
Creation of the tracks with GPX files and different stage lengths 90 to max 150 km and 1000 to 1600 HM - here
we plan so that the bus brings the weaker guests / cyclists later on the track and earlier possibly picks up. So it is
possible to have 2 groups. In addition, the minibus can still be active. So we have many variations here (we will
research the routes exactly - if necessary we will drive the tours before)
1 experienced road bike guide from Launer-Reisen - English-speaking, who coordinates the entire group and
helps on site - gives tips and is in constant contact with the transfer vehicles. The road bike guide also drives - if
desired with the main group.
Species Sport Eating for the cyclist. At least once a day for Isodrinks / gels / bars. We calculate an average of 3
bar / iso and 1 gel. (We have Sponser - Swiss brand product - one of the best products on the market)
Preparation of the tour in English - We will also have a map made, so that it will be a nice tender.
Processing of registrations via our booking system
Payment also possible by credit card
Travel price insurance European package travel right

Allgemeines zur Reise
Informationen
Booking conditions: You can make your reservation via our booking system (in German only) or via the booking form.
After the receipt of your booking you will receive a confirmation of travel by eMail. After booking, a deposit of 20% of the
tour price will be charged. The balance is payable 30 days before departure.
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With the travel confirmation, you will receive the Internet link to our secure credit card page. You can easily pay with your
credit card.

Our cancellation policy looks like this:
Cancellation scale E:
* up to 45. days before departure 40%
* from the 44th to the 22nd day before departure 60%
* from 21st to 15th day before departure 70%
* from the 14th to the 1st day before departure 85%
* Day of departure / no-show 90%

click here for booking your trip!!

Before you fill out the registration form, make a download and save the PDF to your PC. Only then fill out the document
and save it on your PC. You can then send the completed PDF by email to us at info@launer-reisen.de.
If you have any questions or if you need any further information email us or please call us on +49 7964 92 1000.

Here you will find all road bike tours from Launer-Travel

Reiseroute
1. day:
Arrival at the hotel Power Inn Pisa Valdera

2. day: Pisa - Volterra - Siena 91 km - 1200 Hm
First, we drive for about 30 km along the Fiume Era on flat road towards Volterra, which we reach after a 11 km long
climb with about 400 meters altitude diffenence. Via Colle di Val d'Elsa we reach over a hilly landscape our destination
Siena.

3rd day: Siena - San Gimignano – Florence 95 km – 890 Hm
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A short distance back via Colle di Val d'Elsa we reach San Gimignano, which boasts the beautiful Piazza Cisterna and
delicious Italian ice cream specialties. Continue via Certaldo and Montespertoli to Florence.

4th day: Florence – Bologna 95 km - 1600 Hm
Today's stage takes us over the Appenino Tosco Emiliano mountain range. After a first ascent to Poggio Fontanelle, we
pass Lago di Billancino. We reach the highest point then at an altitude diffenence of 950 m. With some climbs, it goes
downhill over Monteacuto Vallese to Rioveggio. In the valley of the river Torrente Seta we drive to the hotel just before
Bologna, which we reach after a renewed climb over 250 meters altitude diffenence.

5th day: Bologna - Modena – Parma 100 km - 400 Hm
Right at the start, it goes up to San Lorenzo in Collina and Monte Abezzano, then steeply down into the valley of the
Torrente Samogglia. After 40 km we drive through Modena to the impressive Piazza Duomo. On a flat and straight street
we continue via Reggio Emilia to Parma

6th day: Parma - Piacenza 51 km - 100 HM or 65 km - 200 Meter Hm
Today we can choose between two short variants: a flat stage over 51 km and a second over 65 km with a small climb to
the beautiful Castell 'Arquato.

7th day: Piacenza - Mailand 76 km - 175 Hm or / oder 92 km - 200 Hm
You can either go directly to Milan via Sant'Angelo Lodigiano or via Pavia. The city is home to one of the oldest
universities in Europe, the University of Pavia

Unterkunft
Hotel
04.05/05.05.21 Hotel Pisa Valdera – Pisa, Area di Servizio di Gello, 56126 Pontedera
05.05/06.05.21 Hotel Executive Siena**** - Via Nazareno Orlandi 32, 53100 Siena
06.05/07.05.21 Starhotel Vespucci**** Via San Quirico 292/A, 50010 Campi Bisenzio,
07.05/08.05.21 Hotel Continental**** Via Garibaldi 8, 40069 Zola Pedrosa
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08.05/09.05.21 Hotel Parma Congressi – Parma, Via Emilia Ovest 281/A, 43126 Parma
09.05/10.05.21 Hotel Ovest**** in Piacenza, Via Primo Maggio 82, 29121 Piacenza
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Bilder und Eindrücke
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